
  

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Job title 職名 Admin.& HR staff - Airbus Commercial HRBP 

Division 本部 - 

Department 部門 Admin.&HR 

Section 部課 Tokyo Admin.&HR 

 

 

The job holder will be part of the Administration & HR team of Airbus in Japan (14 people). Reporting to the Head of 

Administration & HR in Tokyo, he/she will have two major responsibilities: HRBP and administration role for the Airbus 

Commercial team (~50 people) as well as a key supporting role on managing rules and regulations as well as contracts in 

Tokyo.  One of the several possible career perspectives for this position includes specializing in Japan labor regulation 

management. 

 

 

1. Duties concerning quality management system; 品質マネジメントに関する業務 

 

HRBP and administrative role for Airbus Commercial: 

- be the focal point for all Airbus Commercial and related activities  

- answer questions of employees related to the HR system (with the support of the experts in the rest of the 

Admin.&HR team): holidays rules, travel rules, tax handling... 

- manage ad hoc situations of employees (e.g. child care leave, housing contract, expatriation…) 

- participate to the recruitment process led by the Recruiter (participate to interviews, review contracts) 

- support managers in objective settings / evaluation process / development plans and training identification 

- ensure link with payroll team for any employee situation change 

- manage accurate recording of contracts and HR matters for Airbus Commercial entity scope 

- ensure approval process is duly observed for Airbus Commercial entity (ringisho preparation and recording, 

expense approval process…) 

- prepare documents for administrative purpose for the Airbus Commercial entity scope 

- manage stamp and legal register 

- submit mandatory legal reporting (prepared with the support of the expert team) 

Supporting role on rules and regulations and contract management 

- review current rules and regulations, propose possible simplification or improvement, ensure consistency with 

the Group regulations 

- together with the team specialist, handle the administrative process of updates of rules and regulations (e.g. 

new law entering into force): drafting new version, preparing explanation documents, following legal process 

SUMMARY OF POSITION 

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 



- manage temp staff and contract employees’ contracts : contacting agents, ensuring timely renewal of contracts, 

prepare relevant contractual documents and internal approval documents 

The job holder is expected to have a basic know-how of regulations (規定) management and legal framework in Japan, 

that he/she could develop further within the position to possibly become a specialist. 

 

The job holder should have empathy in order to establish a trustful relationship and promote an open Speak Up culture. 

A key expectation is for the job holder to promote the speak up culture within Airbus Group and to adhere to our Core 

Values of Integrity, Customer Focus, Respect, Team Work, Reliability and Creativity. 

Also the job holder should be enthusiastic about working in a mixed environment, bridging between Japanese and 

international languages. Work will be done in both Japanese and English (written and spoken). 

Being an enthusiast of the aviation world and a deep commitment to serving society are a plus given the services 

rendered by our fleet of helicopters and aircraft. 

 

Logistics: 

- based in Tokyo 

- very limited travelling (possibly to Kobe occasionally, abroad once a year for team meeting) 

- general staff position that can evolve into a managerial position 

- working hours: from 9h30 to 18h (with one hour lunch break) 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 Essential / 

必須 

Desirable / 

望ましい 

HR experience (at least 5 years in HR, total 15 years work experience minimum) X  

HRBP experience  X 

Finance basic know-how  X 

Japanese fluency X  

English capability (spoken and written) X  

Empathy, listening capabilities X  

Experience in handling work regulations  X 

Employee contract management experience (temp staff and fixed-term contracts)  X 

Ability to work in an international environment, acting as a bridge between cultures X  

 

JOB REQUIREMENTS 


